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Much is to be said in favor of the "imposter rule." In a proper case for its application there are really two frauds perpetrated. The first one is on the drawer to induce him to draw the check and the second is on the bank to induce it to cash the check. If the drawer and the cashing bank are equally innocent, then the rule, that as between two innocent parties, the one by whose act (drawing the check) the loss is made possible, should be the one who is forced to bear it, should apply. In such a situation if the drawer is negligent in ascertaining the true identity of the person with whom he is dealing, or if the cashing bank is negligent in failing to require proper identification upon cashing the check, then the result should be varied. In the usual case the imposter will work the fraud as to his identity on the cashing bank in the same manner in which he worked the fraud on the government, as for example, with the use of a stolen adjusted service certificate or by a notary public. In addition, the policy of the law in the commercial field is to make these instruments freely negotiable. This policy assumes even greater importance because of the increased number of government checks in circulation today.

The "imposter rule" is manifestly just and should become the uniform rule in the Federal Courts. It is submitted that the result reached by the court in the instant case is eminently sound.

HAROLD B. BAMBURG*

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW—MUNICIPAL UNDERGROUND AUTOMOBILE PARKING FACILITIES—COMPENSATION TO ADJOINING PROPERTY OWNERS.—The plaintiff was the owner of property abutting Washington Avenue on which was operated a parking lot in downtown Detroit. In 1947 the plaintiff filed a bill in chancery to enjoin the defendant, the City of Detroit, from constructing an auto parking garage under the street surface of Washington Avenue adjoining her property. It was the plaintiff's contention that she was being deprived of property without due process of law in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article Two, Section Nine of the Michi-
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gan Constitution. The plaintiff further contended that such a municipal garage was a non-governmental function and unconstitutional for that reason also.

The Michigan Supreme Court reversed the trial court and dismissed the bill. The court pointed out that it is a well settled rule that the streets of a city may be used for any purpose which is a necessary public one and that the abutting land owners are not entitled to new compensation. It was held to be immaterial whether the city owned the street in fee or had an easement for highway purposes, as in either case the rights of the land owner would be the same. The court rejected without comment the contention that a public garage was a non-governmental function.¹

The subject of the instant case raises several questions in the field of public law in relation to correcting the inadequate parking facilities that exist in the larger cities. While the construction of an underground garage below a public street may seem to be a far cry from the courthouse hitching post, in reality it is only a logical development in the state's power to regulate the use of its streets and highways.

Within the limits permitted by law, a municipality, in the exercise of its police power, may enact regulations designed to protect and promote public peace, health, morals, safety, welfare and property.² It is from this broad and almost limitless power that the development of city parking has stemmed, and this is the basis upon which the principal case rests. While parking an automobile on a public street for a reasonable time without interfering with traffic or police regulations is a reasonable use of the highway, the primary right of the driver of an automobile for the purpose of travel does not carry with it the right to store his vehicle in the streets. The use of the streets for the purpose of parking is a privilege and not a right and the privilege is subject to reasonable regulations under the police power.³ It was early established during the growth of the automotive age that the length of time for parking may be regulated as long as it is reasonable and not discriminatory.⁴ The next step in the development of parking regulations was the sustaining of ordinances providing for the installation of parking meters as a valid

². 62 C. J. S., MUN. CORP. § 147.
³. 60 C. J. S., MOTOR VEHICLES § 28.
⁴. Allen & Reed Inc. v. Presby, 50 R.I. 58, 144 Atl. 188 (1929).
exercise of the police power. However, even with the street regulations as to the length of time allowed for parking individual vehicles, the problems of adequate parking facilities still plagued the larger municipalities and the doctrine was extended still further to cope with what the courts came to recognize as a public nuisance. The solution advanced was the integration of regulated curb parking with the provision for off-street parking to free the streets of dangerous and often intolerable conditions of traffic congestion. Legislation of this nature has in general been upheld by the courts as evidenced by the fact that by 1945 twenty-two states and the District of Columbia had enacted laws dealing with parking facilities and in 1946 alone, 65 cities opened new parking lots. In three instances at least the form of off-street parking has been the maintenance of public garages. In only one of these instances has a city been denied the right to maintain a public garage, but this holding by the Ohio court is not inconsistent with the doctrine here developed, for in the Ohio case the primary purpose for the operation of the garage was to raise revenue rather than to abate a public evil. The Ohio court in wording its injunction recognized this distinction. Therefore, it is submitted that the upholding of the proposed construction of a garage in the City of Detroit in the principal case is well within a doctrine already established by the courts of other states.

Granted, then, that a city may condemn land and expend tax monies for the construction and operation of a public garage to abate a public nuisance, does it follow that a public garage is of such a nature that it can be classified as a highway use so that land already dedicated to highway purposes can be used for a garage without further compensation to the abutting owner? In the principal case the Michigan Court answered this question in the affirmative.

5. See note 3 *supra*.
It is an elementary proposition given force in all of the states that the land used for public streets and highways in the United States is acquired either by condemnation, dedication, or prescription for highway purposes. However, while the courts have been and are in accord on the mode of acquisition of highway easements there is not that same uniformity as to the extent of those highway easements. Generally speaking the courts have taken two distinct views in determining this problem.

The stricter and probably more logical view is that an appropriation of the highway for a new and distinct purpose, foreign from its original object, entitles the prior owner to additional compensation. The reasoning seems to be that any use not contemplated at the time of the original taking or dedication constitutes an additional servitude and thus the prior owner is entitled to the additional compensation.

The second view is that when land is taken or dedicated for use as a highway, it should be presumed to be taken not merely for such purposes and usage as was known at the time of taking, but also for all public purposes present and future, then known or unknown, consistent with the character of such highways and not detrimental to abutting land owners. Under this view the test of a new use as to whether or not it requires compensation is not to be found in the nature of the structure or vehicle, but rather the test becomes the purpose and result of the means employed. If the purpose is not inconsistent or incompatible with the use of the highway and the proposed use is a public one it is a proper highway use. It is immediately apparent that this is a much broader and more workable doctrine, and while courts may differ as to whether a proposed use is consistent or inconsistent with the use and purpose of a highway, it allows a relatively unfettered approach to the solution of existing and future municipal problems, such as inadequate parking facilities.

The majority of the states have adopted the second and more

10. In very few instances, if any, does the state or municipality have a fee simple estate in such land and when the courts speak of fee ownership it would seem that they refer to a fee in the easement for highway purposes rather than of a true unqualified fee estate.


liberal view, taking the position that the early common law conception of the extent of a public easement for highway purposes has grown with the times and the public necessity and now includes not only the use of the surface but the use of as much of the land underneath and of the space above as is required for street purposes. 14 The courts supporting this doctrine acknowledge that the primary use of the street is the unrestricted passage of the public but further maintain there are many incidental and collateral uses. Thus under this doctrine the use of the streets for sewers, 15 water pipes, 16 and gas pipes 17 has been sustained where it is for the benefit of the community. In some states telephone and telegraph lines have been held to be a proper highway use, 18 while in others this has been denied and regarded as an additional servitude with an additional compensation required. 19 In general, passenger street railways operated on the surface have been held to fall within the highway function. 20 Likewise in Massachusetts 21 subways have been held to be within the purpose of streets and in Illinois elevated railways have been held not to constitute additional burdens on the easement. 22

The stricter view has been adopted almost solely by New York. This accounts for the consistent stand taken by the New York courts in holding that railways, 23 subways 24 and elevated railways, 25 are additional burdens on the highway easement. However, it does not account for the inconsistency of the courts of

19. Pacific Postal Tel. & Cable Co. v. Irvine, 49 Fed. 113 (C.C.S.D. Cal. 1892); Eels v. Am. Tel. & Telegraph Co., 143 N.Y. 133, 38 N.E. 202 (1894); De Kalb County Tel. Co. v. Dutton, 228 Ill. 178, 81 N.E. 838 (1907).
that state in saying that the public has a so-called greater easement in urban areas and on this basis holding that sewers, water mains, gas pipes and telegraph lines are proper highway purposes in urban communities while denying them to the rural areas without additional compensation on the basis that such uses were not contemplated by the parties.26

Therefore while under the stricter rule, it is extremely doubtful whether an underground garage such as was here involved could be built without first compensating the adjoining landowners, under the more liberal view, as adopted by the majority of the states, such a garage would be entirely consistent with the purpose and use of the streets. True, the means chosen by the City of Detroit is new, and perhaps even novel, but that is not the criterion. In relieving traffic congestion a public garage is directly facilitating public passage and this is much more nearly akin to the primary purpose than the installation of sewers or water mains which have from the beginning been held to be incidental to the purpose of a public way. It is submitted therefore that the position taken by the Michigan Supreme Court is well taken and will probably be followed by other courts in the future when they are concerned with the same question.

It should be noted that this decision is not only important in that it supplies a solution to a dangerous and costly municipal problem,27 but it also supplies a solution which in many instances in the larger urban areas will be less likely to strain the already over-taxed budgets of the municipal governments in that the primary restraint on the providing of adequate parking facilities in the congested districts of our cities today is the almost prohibitive cost of acquiring the land for the facilities. That the facilities must be provided is unquestioned, for without them the cities must either decentralize or lose their importance as community trading and business focal centers.

A. Rodney Weiss

27. It has been estimated that the cost of traffic congestion in Manhattan is $500,000 per day. See 3 Regional Survey of N. Y. and Its Environs 60 (1927).